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ABSTRACT: The Internet of Things (IoT) has generated exhilaration for a some years now, with start-ups and mounted 
companies setting bets at the industry's growth. Along with the enterprise solutions, IoT has been very important in 
connecting matters to the internet. Thereby reaching a verbal exchange a few of the linked devices. One of the 
distinguished software section of Internet of Things framework is within side the Security Sector. It is critical reach at a 
completely unique low-fee way to save you robbery and make certain safety to participants of the domestic. The Internet 
of Things (IoT) Layered Architecture primarily based totally layout method assists the gadget fashion dressmaker to 
without difficulty differentiate the gadget thing necessities relatively at numerous layers. This challenge highlights the 
version pushed improvement method for Telegram primarily based totally Security and Automation. It feedback the 
makes use of clients give up software consisting of Telegram to safely transmit statistics through layers of IoT architecture. 
This challenge ambitions at importing a low-power, fee powerful and unobtrusive IoT primarily based totally domestic 
safety gadget which help in presence detection, identity and authentication of stranger at the side of automation of devices. 

Introduction 

More than 85% of structures are unconnected, and do now no longer percentage facts with every different or the cloud. 
One such generation that allows the interconnection is the Internet of Things. The Internet of factors is a conversation 
paradigm that refers back to the concept of connecting the items of normal lifestyles to the internet. These items are 
assembled with microcontrollers, transceivers to allow conversation, and configured with protocol stacks a good way to 
comprehend the interplay of the items with each other to attain to not unusualplace desires with out human intervention. 
This paradigm received its electricity from the reality that it's miles interacting with a huge sort of gadgets inclusive of: 
robots, drones, heating and air-conditioning structures, safety alarms, family appliances, electricity technology structures, 
workplace equipment, and so on, which generate a big quantity of facts to offer new offerings to human beings and each 
public and personal sectors. As campus grows each year, new control troubles and electricity troubles appear. Managing 
the sources withinside the campus has end up a actual hassle. Monitoring and controlling the unused gadgets that devour 
electricity at some point of human absence is likewise a chief inability. In addition to this, coordinating the human beings 
collaborating withinside the every day sports of the laboratory is tedious while populace of using the gap out numbers a 
viable threshold. Another hassle is electricity control. It is tough to display all subsystems inclusive of lighting, projecting 
and aircon machine. But if those are left indiscriminately, electricity could be wasted. People can not test the repute of the 
sub-machine at ease. In order to clear up those troubles, IoT generation is a appropriate method. Smart gadgets of IoT may 
be used to update a few conventional gadgets in order that sub-machine gadgets will connect with every different for 
higher get admission to to assemble an IoT network. Human efforts are decreased while matters get automated. The want 
for the paintings is to lessen guide attempt via way of means of automating laboratory sources thereby reaching a 
futuristic version of Laboratory the usage of IoT and Efficient use of the laboratory sources and electricity control. All  the 
digital gadgets are networked to provide the actual-time facts thereby offering the accessibility of the gadgets via a 
handheld device. The proposed take a look at mattress allows control of electricity utilization. 
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Methodology 

1. This mission makes use of ESP32 Cam Board microcontroller. 

2. The ESP32 Cam Board is used to locate and seize face. 

3. The captured face may be processed for recognition. If a person whose face is registered withinside the machine then 
the door will open robotically for them. 

4. For faces that aren’t registered; and intruder alert label may be brought to their face. 

5. Live streaming may be considered over server IP in conjunction with actual time face detection and recognition. 

6. For unregistered man or woman the consumer can pick whether or not the door need to be opened or not. 

7. Along with this, every other tool may be automated. 

8. For e.g., lighting fanatics ac etc. may be switched on or off the use of telegram’s telepot API. 

Feasibility 

Operational Feasibility 

Operational Feasibility is the cappotential to utilize, guide and carry out the essential duties of a device inclusive of taking 
pictures image, processing it to apprehend person, automation via telegram, computerized door open for authenticated 
person etc. Since all of the features given above may be flawlessly deployed subsequently the device is absolutely 
operationally feasible. 

Technical Feasibility 

Technical Feasibility, consists of the improvement of a running prototype of the very last product. With Android being the 
maximum used running System and availability of proper modules plus the sturdy customization options, dynamic 
features, proper connectivity provided with the aid of using Telegram, implementation of the present day product could be 
very tons possible. 

Economic Feasibility 

Economic feasibility is the price and logistical outlook for a enterprise project. We’ll be the usage of the Telegram API that 
is honestly loose and open-supply software. Cost incurring could be at time of deployment i.e., Maintenance and Upgrades, 
so that it will be required. 
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FLOWCHART 
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SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE / BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

Conceptual DESIGN 
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CLASS DIAGRAM 

 

HARDWARE USED 

1. ESP32 CAM Board 

The ESP32 CAM WIFI Module with OV2640 Camera Module 2MP For Face Recognition has a totally aggressive small-
length digital digicam module which can function independently at least device with a footprint of simplest forty x 27 mm; 
a deep sleep contemporary of as much as 6mA and is extensively utilized in numerous IoT applications. It is appropriate 
for domestic clever devices, commercial wi-fi control, wi-fi monitoring, and different IoT applications. This module adopts 
a DIP bundle and may be immediately inserted into the backplane to realise fast manufacturing of products, offering 
clients with high-reliability connection mode, that's handy for software in numerous IoT hardware terminals. 

Features: 

The smallest 802.11b/g/n Wi-Fi BT SoC module. 

Low electricity 32-bit CPU, also can serve the software processor. 

Up to 160MHz clock speed, precis computing electricity as much as six hundred DMIPS. 

Built-in 520 KB SRAM, outside 4MPSRAM. 

Supports UART/SPI/I2C/PWM/ADC/DAC. 

Support OV2640 and OV7670 cameras, integrated flash lamp. 

Support picture Wi-Fi upload. 

Supports TF card. 

Supports a couple of sleep modes. 

Embedded Lwip and FreeRTOS. 
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Supports STA/AP/STA+AP operation mode. 

Support Smart Config/AirKiss technology. 

Support for serial port nearby and faraway firmware upgrades (FOTA). 

Specifications: 

Wireless Module: ESP32-S Wi-Fi 802.eleven b/g/n + Bluetooth four.2 LE module with PCB antenna, u.FL connector, 
32Mbit SPI flash, 4MBit PSRAM. 

External Storage: micro-SD card slot as much as 4GB. 

Camera 

FPC connector. 

Support for OV2640 (offered with a board) or OV7670 cameras. 

Image Format: JPEG (OV2640 assist simplest), BMP, grayscale. 

LED flashlight. 

Expansion: 16x thru-holes with UART, SPI, I2C, PWM. 

Misc.: Reset button. 

Power Supply: 5V through pin header. 

Power Consumption. 

Flash LED off: 180mA @ 5V. 

Flash LED directly to most brightness: 310mA @ 5V. 

Deep-sleep: 6mA @ 5V min. 

Modem-sleep: 20mA @ 5V min. 

Light-sleep: 6.7mA @ 5V min. 

Dimensions (ESP32): forty x 27 x 12 (LxWxH) mm. 

Temperature Range: Operating: -20 ~ 85; storage: -forty ~ 90 @ <90%RH. 

2. 4 Channel Relay Module 

Thefour-channel relay modulecontains 4 5V relays and the related switching and separating additives, which makes 
interfacing with a microcontroller or sensor clean with minimal additives and connections.The contacts on every relay are 
special for 250VAC and 30VDC and 10A in every case, as marked at the frame of the relays. 

Specifications: 

Supply voltage – 3.75V to 6V 

Trigger contemporary – 5mA 

Current whilst the relay is active - ~70mA (single), ~300mA (all 4) 

Relay most touch voltage – 250VAC, 30VDC 

Relay most contemporary – 10A 

3. Perf Board 

Perf Boardis a cloth forprototypingelectronic circuits(additionally known as DOT PCB). It is a thin, inflexible sheet with 
holes pre-drilled at fashionable periods throughout a grid, commonly a rectangular grid of 0.1 inches (2.54mm) spacing. 
These holes are ringed through spherical or rectangular copper pads, aleven though naked forums also are available. 
Inexpensive 0 PCB can also additionally have pads on simplest one facet of the board, whilst higher great 0 PCB could have 
pads on each sides (plate-thru holes). Since every pad is electrically isolated, the builder makes all connections with 
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eitherwire wrapor miniaturepoint to factor wiringtechniques. Discrete additives are soldered to the prototype board such 
asresistors,capacitors, andintegrated circuits. 

The substrate is usually made from paper laminated withphenolic resin(such asFR-2) or a fiberglass-bolstered epoxy 
laminate (FR-four). 

4. Male Header 

Male pin headers are regularly related to ribbon cable connectors. When used alone, they may be recipients of jumpers, 
that have spacings of 2.fifty four mm (0.1 in) and 2.00 mm (0.079 in). The spacing distance among pins (measured from 
middle to middle) is regularly called pitch. 

5. Female Header 

Female pin headers are used if you have a board and youll both need to plug any other board into it, or use jumper wires to 
hook up with any other board. Plugging one board into the female pin headers of any other board. DIY forums with girl pin 
headers for connecting matters together. 

6. Jumper Wires 

Connecting wires lets in an electrical contemporary to journey from one factor on a circuit to any other due to the fact 
power wishes a medium thru which it may move. Most of the connecting wires are made of copper or aluminium. Copper 
is reasonably-priced and right conductivity. Instead of the copper, we also can use silver which has highconductivitybut it's 
miles too pricey to use. 

7. USB Cable 

USB stands for Universal Serial Bus. It is used as a information cable for programming in addition to for imparting 
electricity. 

ADVANTAGES 

1. Easy to apply with low electricity requirements. 

2. Live Streaming with face detection and face popularity proves to be an vital function for protection aspect. 

3. Automatic door lock at the side of automation of any tool simplifies the project of user. 

4. Can be used from everywhere withinside the world. 

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

In this undertaking, we're designing a complicated automation device which has surveillance device and which in flip 
reduces maximum of the human interactions, via way of means of helping this device the usage of Internet of Things (IoT) 
and Artificial Intelligence (AI). Finally, it's far truly an inexpensive device. It may be related to diverse different 
alternatives like power tracking structures etc., soon, as an extension to this undertaking a device can be evolved which 
warns the person approximately the extra utilization of power. The tool may be configured to paintings in each on-line and 
offline mode. Other capabilities including neighborhood garage backup may be added 


